LAB150
Moving academic innovation
from bench to bedside
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Do you want to make a medicine
to help patients?
Do you have a validated therapeutic target
and need help?

What can we do to help you?
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Problem Statement
Notwithstanding excellence in academic innovation, translating the:
1. Novel “validated targets”
2. Tissue specific disease pathways
3. Genomic/Proteomic data from patient derived materials
into medicines for unmet medical needs is very challenging.
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Presentation Agenda
• Introduction to MaRS Innovation
• Introduction to LAB150
• Evaluation Process
• Submission Criteria

• Example Cases of LAB150 Projects
• KLK-inhibitors as Novel Skin Therapeutics
• LXB4 Analogues as Novel Glaucoma Therapeutics
• Cystic Fibrosis Therapeutic
• RSV Therapeutic
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MaRS Innovation: Bridge Over the Valley of Death
14 Member
Institutions

12 Therapeutic
Start-Ups
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MaRS Innovation: Bridge Over the Valley of Death
14 Member
Institutions

12 Therapeutic
Start-Ups
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LAB150

and members

A transformative partnership between Evotec and MI

MI Member
technologies that have
disease-related
novel biological
pathways

Provides access to
2000+ scientists,
infrastructure and
expertise to translate
basic research
discoveries

De-risk early stage science, develop therapeutics and
bring innovative ideas closer to commercialization
Speed up the drug discovery process
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The LAB150 BRIDGE – An Efficient & Collaborative Process
Due Diligence

PI expresses interest in
LAB150 and engage in
conversation

Statement of Interest
Freedom to Operate/
Freedom to Screen

Principal Investigator/ MI
Project Lead Presentation
JSC
Review

Continued
Collaboration on
Project Workplan

(funding up to US$400K for
projects)

JSC
Approval
Execute Project
Agreement

Project Approved
and Project
Execution
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Project Criteria for LAB150
LAB150 is designed to support:
• Critical experiments to support final stages
of target ID or target validation for
therapeutic intervention
• Drug screening on a “validated target”
• Hit to Lead Generation
• In vivo PoC (proof of concept) studies to
validate therapeutic approach in well
characterized model with hits
• Early in vitro and in vivo ADME and DMPK
• Therapeutic modalities: Primarily small
molecules; other modalities on a case by
case consideration

LAB150 is not designed to support:
• Research reagents, assays, tools, cell
lines
• Platform development or validation
studies
• Biomarker development or validation –
biomarkers only accepted as part of
therapeutic projects
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Significant Pipeline of Opportunity after only one year
>60 project opportunities reviewed in 2018, 4 projects ongoing and 1 partnership executed
The fibrosis project is a precursor to the creation of LAB150
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LAB150: CALL TO ACTION!
If interested, please contact us to begin the
conversation.
We will collectively work with your Institution’s
Technology Transfer Office
Email: info@lab150.com
Website: https://lab150.com
Phone: 647-260-7897
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MI CASE STUDIES

Small Molecule KLK-inhibitors as Novel Skin Therapeutics
Dr. Eleftherios Diamandis
Dr. Ioannis Prassas

Problem:
•
•

Netherton Syndrome: rare autosomal recessive genetic disease, characterized by a
LOF genetic mutation in SPINK5
Atopic Dermatitis: common inflammatory skin condition, most of times develops intro
a chronic skin inflammatory condition with recurrent flare-ups

Opportunity:
•
•
•
•

Diamandis lab has extensively profiled the expression and activity of KLKs in several
skin diseases
Direct involvement of skin KLKs in the development of Netherton Syndrome, Atopic
Dermatitis, and Psoriasis
Enzymes are putative therapeutic targets for a diverse array of skin pathologies.
Initiated a drug discovery program with the goal of developing the world’s first KLKtargeted small molecules as novel, topical therapeutics

Status:
•
•

Completed the world’s largest screen for KLK inhibitors, including high-throughput in
vitro screening and in silico docking prediction screens; screened over 6 million
unique chemical structures
Program being advanced towards in vivo POC, with IND-enabling studies targeted
for 2020.
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MI CASE STUDIES

Lipoxin LXB4 Analogues as Novel Glaucoma Therapeutics
Dr. Jeremy Sivak
Dr. Mark Reed

Problem:
•
•
•

Vitreous
RGCs

Glaucoma is the leading cause of blindness worldwide
Glaucoma is characterized by degeneration of the retinal ganglion cell
neurons
Current therapies do not address underlying neurodegeneration and
only treat the symptoms of the disease

Opportunity:
•

Cornea

Optic Nerve
Lens

Status:
•
•

Retina

Dr. Sivak has discovered a novel role of lipoxins to be neuroprotective
in in vivo glaucoma models and aims to develop first-in-class small
molecules as a neuroprotection therapeutic for glaucoma
LXB4 treatment prevents glaucoma in in vitro and in vivo models
Program is currently being advanced, towards synthesis of analogues,
receptor deconvolution & validation and SAR work.

LXB4
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MI CASE STUDIES

Novel Therapeutic Approach for Treatment of Cystic Fibrosis
Dr. Lisa Strug
Dr. Johanna Rommens
Dr. Roman Melnyk

Problem:
•
•

Cystic Fibrosis is caused by LOF mutations in CFTR and results in chronic
respiratory infections, pancreatic insufficiency, GI disease, etc.
More than 40,000 of 70,000 patients worldwide do not qualify for
approved medicines; significant loss of QoL for patients

Opportunity:
•
•
•

The team at SickKids has had over 30 years of research and clinical trial
expertise in CF since the discovery of CFTR gene
The Canadian and International Gene Modifier Studies (n=10,000)
identified modifiers of CF intestinal and pancreatic traits
Create a complementary or CFTR independent CF disease modifying
medicine

Status:
•
•
•

Developing cell lines and screening assays for HTS of Evotec’s propriety
library to identify modulators
Target validation studies for modifier target and demonstrate in vivo
compensatory mechanism in CFTR mutant models
Hit validation expected in 2020 followed by Hit-to-Lead campaign
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MI CASE STUDIES

Development of RSV Therapeutics, Targeting Cell Surface Nucleolin
Dr. Richard Hegele
Dr. Peter Mastrangelo

Problem:
•
•
•

Potential pool of patients who
may seek RSV treatments

RSV infections are the leading cause of viral death in infants
RSV infection does not provoke lasting immunity so humans experience
lifelong cycles of infection and re-infection
Supportive care is the mainstay of therapy for all patients

Opportunity:
•
•

•
•

Dr. Hegele’s team identified nucleolin as the cell surface receptor for RSV’s
fusion protein, responsible for cell-to-cell spread of the virus
Therapeutic approaches targeting viral F-protein (responsible for cell to
cell transmission) has validated approach. Viral target results in mutations
to evade response.
Host target (nucleolin) can evade viral mutation and therapeutic evasion
Approach can be used in prophylaxis and early stages of RSV infection in
pediatric and adult populations

Status:
•

Target validation studies using known antibodies and aptamers to cell
surface nucleolin ongoing
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